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This document describes the features and configuration of LUX Entity Layers. LUX Entity 
Layers provides a visualization of Entity and Relationship information that is put in the LUX 
Entity database by the LUX Entity Manager running in the LUX Engine. 

Visualization Features 
The primary entity visualization is a display of entities on the main LUX UI map page. Entities 
are displayed in layers. A layer visualizes a set of entities of a given type, filtered by specified 
properties of the entity.  An example of layer visualization for WMATA buses is shown below. 
Each green arrow on the display represents the latest location of a WMATA bus within a 
specified time window.  
 

 
 
 
If you click on a bus icon, then you will see an Entity Details screen popup. The primary entity in 
the visualization is listed at the top of the screen.This is the entity that the buttons on the bottom 
of the screen will act on.  
 
This popup has four tabs across the top, which are shown below: 
 

● Attributes - lists the attributes of the entity 
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● Tracks - lists the entity track, a list of time, lat/lon and possibly heading tuples 
● Relationships - visualizes the entity and its relationships to other entities 
● Alerts - lists alerts associated with the entity 

 

 
 
The Relationships tab is highly interactive.  By clicking on an entity, you can switch the primary 
entity to the new entity by selecting the “Focus on this Entity” item. You can also expand the 
graph to represent the selected entity, by clicking on the “Expand this Entity” item.  And finally, 
you can reduce the graph by clicking on the “Intersect” item, which reduces the graph to show 
only relationships between the primary entity and the selected entity. 
 
Initially only Level 1 relationships are shown on the Relationships tab, which in this case are 
Bus to Route. You can select Level 2 Relationships, and see 2 levels of relationships, in this 
case, Bus to Route to Bus. Level 3 relationships are also supported. You can also change the 
CSS styling of the Relationships visualization, and select either the Concentric or CoSE Layout.  
 
At the bottom of the page, there are four buttons:  
 

● Export Track - export the entity track as kml. 
● Create Rule - create a rule in the current project to alert on this entity 
● Add To Project - add this entity to the project’s entities 
● Show Detailed Track - show the detailed track of this entity on the map 
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Project Entity Features 
tbd 

Configuration 
The configuration required for these Entity and Relationship features is discussed next.  

Entity Manager Configuration 
Start from the LUX Administration Console “Entity Manager” page shown below: 
 

 
 

Click the Edit button for the entity named “Bus”, and you will see the screen below: 
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This form contains the following fields: 

● Name - the name field provides the name used in the Entity Manager page to list this 
page. This name also appears in the Layer Configuration page, in the “Select Entity 
Type” dropdown. 

● Entity Type - the value in the entity type field must exactly match the type field in an 
entity document in the Mongodb entity collection. Such a document is shown below for a 
Bus type entity. 

● Label - the value in the label field must match the key of an attribute of the Bus type 
entity document. The vehicle_id field is such a key. (Other values that could be used 
here are route and trip_headsign.) 

● Label (backup) - this is a backup to the Label field, in case the document does not have 
the attribute given in the primary Label field. 

● Popup Content - this field contains html use to create the popup when the entity is 
selected on the entity graph. It can contain html tags, text, and any of the fields in the 
lower, tabular section of the form, delineated by a dollar sign and curly braces (e.g., 
${name}). 

● Rule Form - the name of a rule form in the LUX system that will be used to create a rule 
for this entity, if the user clicks the “Create Rule” button on the Entity Details window. 

● Rule Logic - the rule logic for the rule. The best way to create this string is to actually 
create a rule using the given Rule Form, and include the attributes that you are 
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interested in using. Then view the Rule in the Rule Administration page and copy the 
rule logic. As the rule will operate on events, any event field can be included in the rule, 
not just the attributes of the entity. 

● Fillable Row Table - Allows a row for each entity attribute that is used in the Popup 
Content. The display checkbox indicates that the attribute is to be displayed Entity’s 
Layer Configuration window, in the Search Results list. The searchable checkbox 
indicates that the attribute is to be searchable in the Build Layer Query section of the 
Entity’s Layer Configuration window. 
 

For reference, an example Bus type document from the entity database entity collection is 
shown below. The type field (Bus) is highlighted in yellow, and the entity’s attributes are 
underlined in blue. Two additional pseudo attributes that can referenced are: 
 

● modified - the modification time of the entity, the last time the entity was modified 
● position - the position of the entity. 
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Graph Style Configuration 
Start from the GraphStyle list Administration page shown below: 
 

 
Each named style in this list appears as a menu item in the Style dropdown on the entity’s Entity 
Details page Relationships tab. Each style has to be configured for every Entity or Relationship 
in the system. 
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